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Bronx Community College Receives Major Support
from the Getty's 2004 Campus Heritage Initiative
Getty Grants Help Preserve Historic Sites Nationwide
19th ccntmy buildings, and we a ppl a ud t heir
commitment to pre servation. "
The hi s to r ic c ore of th e ca mpu s was
desi g ned in I R92- 96 b y McKim , M ead & White,
the legendary arc hitectura l fi rm re s po n s ibl e for
some of th e fines t buildin gs in the country. Their
New York commi ss ion s include Pe nn syl vania
Sta tion , th e Wa shin g to n Memorial Arc h , the
Morgan Libra ry, and the ca mpu s of C o lumbia
University. Loca ted on a 43 -acre pa rcel of land
o verlookin g th e H a rl e m Ri ver Vall ey, th e ca mpu s in the U ni vers ity Hei g ht s section of th e
Bron x w as orig inally de s ig ned for Ne w York
ronx C ommunity College o f
Univers ity, w hich occupi e d the buildings until
University of New York has received 1973.
Toda y, it ts h o me to the Bronx
$228 ,000- th e la rgest Getty Campu s Community C ollege.
Heritage grant this y ear. Funds will support the
"As stewards of thi s historic treasure, w e are
creation of a conservation master plan for the excited about the Getty Founda tion g rant," sta tcolleg e 's historic complex, considered one of the ed Bronx C ommunity Coll ege Pres ident Carolyn
triumphs o f late 19th-century Am e ric a n architec- Willi a m s. " This significant investment will help
ture . The g rant is part of the Getty' s n a tionwide us to begin the comprehen s ive and auth o rita tive
effort to preserve historic buildings, s ites, and prese rvation and restorati o n of the complex to its
landscapes . Bronx Community College is one of original g randeur. For our s tudents, these build25 recipients of the 2004 Campus Herita ge ings are everyday visual re minders of the imporGrants.
tance a nd tradition of higher education in an
"We are delighted that Bronx Community increasingly complex world."
College is part of the Getty 's campos 1leritage Situated on the hig h es t p o int in th e Bronx
initiati v e thi s y ear," sa y s D e bora h M a rro w, and modeled on the Pa ntheon in Rom e, the c o mdirecto r of the Getty Grant Prog ra m a nd dea n fo r ple x is th e co re a nd sy mbo l o f the in stitution . It
ex ternal rel a tion s of th e J. Pa ul Ge tty T ru st. inc ludes G o uld Memo ri a l Library, th e open-air
" The co llege s ubmitted a n o utsta ndin g proposal colonnade housin g the H a ll o f Fa me fo r Gre at
to plan for the protection of its distin g uished la te Am e ricans ,
- Continue d o n page 2
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Welcome from President Carolyn G. Williams
Bronx
Community
College
ne of th e pleas ures I
h ave every Fa ll is to
welcon1 c o ur new
s tud e nt s and con g ratulate
yo u on y our c hoice of B ro n x
Co mmunity Co ll ege to purs ue you r co llege e du ca ti o n. I
cun s ure yo u 1nad c t hi s d ec isio n wit h ca reful t h o u g ht ,
a n d _t he reason yo u c h ose to
co m e to nee is beca u se yo u
h ope to fulfill the first steps
to\va rd s success o n t h is ca n1 p u s. 8e assu re d th a t we a rc
con1n1 itted to he lpi n g n1ake you r d rcan1s co n1c t rue.
\ Ve arc con1 111 itt cU to prov iding yo u \V ith th e bes t possib le e d ucat ion an d s upport services avai lab le to help
yo u reac h yo ur goals and fu lfil l your p ote nti a l. A nd ,
we arc c oJn ln itted to creating a ccun pu s co nllnunit y t hat
is to le ra n t o fditl c rc n ces a nd respectful of eac h person's
pe rso na l c ha ll enges. I e ncourage a ll o f you to take
a d va ntage of t he ed ucat io na l op po rtu n it ies. services
a nd ac tiv ities ava ilable.
A t R ro n x Comm u n ity Co ll ege. yo u w il l li nd tr-uly
dedi cate d a n d profess io n a l f~tcu l ty, co u nse lo rs and s u ppo rt sta rr he re to he lp yo u . I enco urage yo u to ge t to
kno w th e m an d to ava il yo urse lves o f th e ir ex p e rti se_
Th ey a rc a ll ex p e rts in th e ir a rea and committed to y our

0

success.
I am a lso p leas ed to we lcome back our continu in g
s tudents. You have made the c hoice to return a nd to

continue yo ur e ducation a l pu rs uits. Hopefull y. a mon gs t
oth e r things, thi s w ill lea d yo u to a h a ppi e r life , to th e
ability to reaso n a nd think c riti ca ll y, to a commitm e nt
to community ser v ic e and to attain th e s kill s yo u will
n eed fo r a m ore produc tive ca ree r. o ne tha t wi ll a ll ow
yo u to pro v id e f (H· yo u rsc l f a nd those y ou love_
The b eginn in g of th e sc hoo l yea r o lte n a ll <-nvs u s
an oppo rtun ity to re fl ec t back o n o u r li ves, to cxan1i n c

\vhat is in1pona n t , w he re \VC ha\/C bee n and \\'here we
wish to go. It i s~~ t i n1c to change di rection o r rccotnn1 i t
to the path \VC have chosen f(u· ourseh·es. The l~tcul t y
and starr at Bro n x Con1n1 u n ity C'o llcge h;.n·c spent the
sun11ncr on asscssJncnt and eva luation of progr:un s and
curric ul a so that you 1nay be se rved better. We have
n1ade n1a ny in1proven1cnts in the cla:-.~ronnls and in the
pub li c areas a nd \VC wi ll co n t inue to \vork to\vards be tter "'ci li ties fo r yo u .
Yo u . too. Jn u st do a se l f-assess n1ent
reexan1 ine
why you c h ose to co n1 e to co ll ege a n d the con1n1 illncnt
it w ill take to succeed. You \vi ii need to \vo r k through
\vhatcver personal s it u ations th at n1ay arise but I
inlplorc you not to lose s ight or \v hy you llladc y o u r
decision to a tt e nd BCC. Make eve ry effort to sec your
drcan1s cn1ne true. It 1nay not be eas y, but don't lose
sight of" your goa ls . /\nd re n1en1bcr. WC are here to he lp
yo u an d w ill d o eve ryt hi ng we ca n to sec t ha t yo u s u cceed .
I look forwa rd to t he da ys ahead w hen , as I w alk
around the campus, I wi ll h ave an opportunity to greet
yo u personally.
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Bronx Community College
Receives Major Support
and two flankin g buildings,
La n g u age and Philosophy H a lls .
Lining the 630-foot Hall of
Fa me colonnade a re 98 bronze
portrait busts that w e re carved by
Masters
of
th e
National
Sculptural Society. The unique
hi story of the achievers captured
in the bronze busts belongs to the
people of America . They stand as
a
constant
re minder
that
Am e rica's vibrance is derived
ultim a tely from the vitality,
strength and intellect of its people.
The complex was designated
a landmark in 1981, and is recogni zed to be among the supreme
examples of architect Stanford
White 's work. Over the years,
wate r leakage, materials failure ,
and highway a nd industria l pollution have damage d the historic
complex . As a result, the Libra ry
is not being used for its original
purposes today, with many vacant
or underutilized spaces. The Getty
grant will fund research , structural ana lysis, materials testing and
cost estimation for a master plan
to address these problems and
guide the work that will preserve
the structures for many years to
come.
Research will include a thorough examination of the historical
arc hives to track changes made to
th e buildings and to pinpoint origina l d e ta ils to guide future conservation work. M aterials will be
tested a nd inspected , from the
doors and Tiffany stained glass
windows to the masonry and tiles
used. Reports on the buildings
will detail levels of d a mage and
issu e recommenda tion s for a ppropria te treatment procedures. The
landscape of the campus will also
be studied to ensure the integrity
of the origina l des ig n and to maintain the relation s hip between the
buildings and their surroundin gs.
In addition, the Getty grant
will fund an educational and tra ining co mponent. Wa lking tours of
the historic campus will b e
offered to th e publi c to raise
awareness of this a rchitec tura l
gem a nd to pro m ote preservation.
H a nd s-on workshops will al so be
m ade availab le to students a nd
professionals in hi sto ric conservati o n.
Lisa
Eas to n
of Easton
Architects 111 New York will
s uperv ise
the
proj ect.
Specializing in hi storic preserva tion and adaptive reuse, M s.
Easton was recently honored by
the National Trust for Historic
Preservation for her work on an

1892 Carnegie Hill Distri ct townhouse in Manh atta n.
The Getty is a major s upporte r of the visual arts, funding a
wide range of initiatives across
the country.
Since 2002, the
Campus Heritage Grants have
supported over $7 million to more
than 50 colleges and universities
in 24 states to research and develop conserva tion plans to protect
campuses in all regions of the
country. Over the years, the Getty
initiative has helped protect buildings in a ra nge of historically significant styles.
BCC,
CUNY
AND GETTY FACTS

Bronx Community College is
a part of The City Univers ity of
New York (CUNY). It is a comprehensive community college,
offering 37 degree and certificate
programs, and enrolls approximately 8,500 degree students and
23,000
Adult,
Continuing
Education, and professional studies students. www. bcc. c uny.edu
CUNY is the nation's largest
urban university: II senior colleges, 6 community colleges, a
graduate school, a law school a nd
The Sophie Davis Schoof of
Biomedica l E ducation . CU NY
serves some 215,000 degree students.
The J. Paul Getty Trust is
a n international cultural and phila nthropic ins titution devoted to
th e v is ual arts that features th e J.
Paul Getty Museum, the Getty
Research In stitute , the Getty
Conservation Institute, and the
Getty Grant Program. The J. Paul
Getty Trust and Getty prog rams
are based at the Getty Ce nter in
Los Ange les.
The Getty Grant Program
is part of the J. Paul Getty
Trust, an inte rnational cultural
a nd
phil a nthropic
institution
d evoted to the visual arts located
at the Getty Center in Los
Angeles.
The
Getty
Grant
Program provides crucial s upport
to instituti ons and individua ls
throughou t the world in fields that
are a li g n ed most c losely with the
Getty's str ateg ic priont1 es. It
therefore funds a diverse range of
projects that promote learning a nd
scholarship abo ut the hi story of
the v isual arts a nd the conservation of cultural heritage, and it
con s iste ntly searches for collabora tive efforts that set hi g h standards and m a ke sign ificant contributions . Additional infonnat ion
is ava ilable o n the Getty We b s ite
a t www.getty.edu.

FRIDAY,Oct.1st
Double Feature Movie
Enjoy not one but two movies
with a friend or the entire family
on the lawn.

Bring a blanket and we
will provide the refreshments!

North Quad 7-11 PM
Build your memories of BCC
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The Student Newspaper of
Bronx Community Co llege of the C ity University of New York

Thoughts, Concerns and Vitals
About
the
ACT
Exam

Located at:
By Geralde Parvilus
W. I 8 I st Street & UtliVersity "A;tenue Bronx, New York I 0453-3 I 02
he re are many, students and professors alike, who
· ~~lsto~ Hall , room 605
cringe at the mere notion of the ACT Exam. Prior to
Telephone: (718) 289~5445
my researc h, I too was among those who looked unfavorably on the exam. However, now being fully aware of the
.. ,.
Fax: (718) 289-6324
facts , I am able to better understand the purpose and need for
·ifr"- .,.,. • ,
!
' ·
~·ma il: Co,m municator@bcc.cuny.edu
thi s s tandardi zed exam.
The Facts
It is the policy of the City University of New York not to discriminate on the basis of race,
On May 27, 1997 , five days before graduation, the
creed, national, origin , sex, . age .o-':.9andi~ing conditi.o n in its educational programs, activBoard of Trustees of the City University of New York
persqn at BCC who believes he or she
(CUNY) passed a resolution prohibiting students at Hostos ities , and emp1oymept policy.; as required byelaw.
Community Co ll ege from graduating unless they passed a has been di s~ riminated againS't "sbould contact the BCC ~ffirmative Action Officer in
-'
I.
university-wide English proficiency test (the CUNY Writing Language Hall, Roo'1? ~ I -:
Assessment Test - CWAT). Hundreds of students were
l' tt.tlt_ ,
·,.
. 1
I#! '!I I
Jilt.
1,
·II' \ '';,
..
EDI;J'O
BOARD
,f 1
'
thrown into turmoil by thi s decision , changing their gradua,
~-- %., 'lfb,1,_
·-"~"" . _ ,,If"
1/;1,
'
~'If' f
r
1
',
' " · htl~i,I,:Jj;)itiEdito,. ·. Chief: ~~terSal~ ,, .
tion requirements five days before graduation. This scandal
erupted when it was revealed that many Hostos Community
Vice President~~.:~~ct:.!~=· F~,~ndo '' Htez • "dve~~s~g' ~.~.~ager: Nadia Merhai
Coll ege graduates were unable to pass the CWAT, a test that
Sec retary: ' Gerald~~aPI:il:us • Trea$ul'er:, ~en Rodriguez
~
fl
_.tf'
was originally designed as an entrance examination of basic
Faculty Advisor;,Andre Ro.wa n • TOC Representa tive: Jus tin Shaw
writing ski ll s. Hostos, a year earlier, had abandoned the
~."<;,~
,ill
CWAT as the so le criterion of English proficiency in favor of
- S'I'AF.F WRITERS
its own less rigorous exam, and used that in combination
Anthony Perez • Aubeen Lopez • Geralde Parvilus
with a number of other criteria to detennine whether students
Gyonogyi Ginger S!-Jzcbs • Jenise Decasseres • Rosa paston
had learned enough Eng li sh to graduate. The responsibility
~ '
Vladimir Matos • Zioness Dawn
'
fell upon the administration not the faculty or students.
This is not to say that Hostos was the only institution
CARTOONIST: Robert Perez
within CUNY to have problems with the CWAT. CUNYwide educators were up in anns because they fe lt the CWAT
GRAPHIC DESJGNERS
topics were antiquated and the students were unable to relate
Peter Salas & Gwendolyn Diaz
to them . The CWAT - an exam that had been required of all
'!
I
'
1\lernber of Associated €oUegiate Press
students entering any one of the CUNY 's 21 colleges required s tudents to write a brief essay. Students failing the
Any BCC student or staff member can submit articles and photogrnphs to The Communica/01:
test, which was geared to a seventh-grade leve l, were then
Please send them to us at Colston Hall 605, or use the envelope on the door.
required to take remedial courses . Althoug h the exam
required s tudents to write on ly 300 words, the students at
Hostos Commun ity College protested that the exam was too L__ _ _ _ _ _.:._A..:·:.:.ll.:._s~u~b::.m:.:.t::;
.ss
:::·:::io:.:.n::;s:_:are:::.::c..:s:::u:::b:~.·cc~tcCt~o:..:re~v~ic::_:w~
, an~
· ~d~~u~b~h~
·ca~ti~o~nc;i::;:s~n~o~t~~~t~ccd~~·------_j
difficult. Hostos admin istra tors then substituted it with an only because they were the better of the two and a rational argument. A holistic grade is
even easier test, which the overwhe lming majority of students major testing companies in the U.S. , but a lso not given from the counting of errors, but
taking it also failed. Students graduating without at least thi s were able to pilot test the modules. CUNY
from the totality of the thoughts expressed .
minimal display of academic competence outraged the city writes and s ubmits to the ACT Company
• Philosophically, anyt hin g that can be
a nd s tate legis la tures. CUNY's b oard of tru s tees told Hostos approximately 35 questions. They a re then a n obstac le in the educat io na l process is prostudents they h ad to pass the original te s t in order to receive reformulated and pilot tested until three or studen t a nd counter-productive. It is disa diploma; but only 13 out of 104 of those who took the test four can be used. The fairest exam possible hea rteni n g to see the faces of students who
passed.
had to b e devised to determine whether stu - s ig n-up for workshops and come to the
Both former Mayor Giuliani and CUNY's Board of dents have the n ecessary writing sk ill s to Writing Cente r, yet sti ll fail , espec ia lly interTrustees (and CVNY C hancellor W. Ann Reynolds) made face co ll ege level work, to the extent that national student who face a more financially
public attacks on CUNY's community co lleges, focusing on a ny exam can measure.
burdensome plight.
the 30-year-o ld theme of " educational standards." Mayor
Addressing the Issues
From CWAT to ACT
Giuliani acc used CUNY's six community colleges of "an
There are several frustrations that proDespite the specific frustrations one
ina bility to e ducate young people," and said it was "a disas- fes sors and graders alike have difficulty may find with the ACT, I have to agree with
ter" and " absolutely pathetic." Accountability was demanded with.
Professor James DeMetro that " it is very diffor thi s "outrageous" and " unforgivabl e" state of affairs. It
• The rubric is the ACT scoring sca le ficult to intellectually oppose thi s exam
came to li ght that 85% of the deficient students cou ld read or graders use to evaluate a student's essay. holistically." It is not only "a reasonable
write E nglish ; only 15% were qualified to go onto regular There are four leve ls of criterion each essay exam but it doesn't impose unreasonable
programs. At the center of the controversy was Board Vice must meet: taking a position ; supporting that expectations" on students. This exam measChair Hennan Badillio, sponsor of the Bi lingual Education position with fact and details; in an organ- ures the logical argumentative approach to
Act of 1974. Badillio was also responsible for the creation of ized, unified and coherent manner; sentence developing a hypothesis , which at the very
Hostos Community College - the one bilingual institution in structure competence. Proper grammar is least in the beginning of academic writing.
the CUN Y system. With the barrage of critic ism from public not a criterion and this greatly frustrates edu- The high passing rate of the CU NY
officials and the press raising allegations of declining stan- cators.
Proficiency Exam (CPE) is a credit to the
dards and "di lut ion of the core academic programs," Mr.
• The de-emphasis of grammar from the ACT. To all my fellow peers who are strugBadillio ca ll ed for tougher entrance examinations.
rubric sets up students who are in English 02 gling to pass this exam, it a necessary evi l
The Mission
and I 0 to do poorly in English II , if they are which must be faced and passed. Students
The cu lm ination of the Hos tos scanda l, a countrywide not held accountable for proper grammar in are encouraged to sign-up for ACT workexam for community colleges was commissioned. To combat remedial courses, they are at a disadvantage s hops when avai lab le and vis it the Writing
the allegat ions of compromised academic s tandards of an in Engl ish II , where it weighs heavily.
Center in Philosophy Hall 's basement for
in s titution of hi g her education and the large numbers of stu• Formu laic reasons and repetitious he lp . Having met the criterion to express a
dents e nter in g sen ior institution s from community colleges, style is what fru strates me as a tutor at the well-developed argument and posses the
who were in capab le of engaging in college-level work, a stan- Writing Center. There is no oneway to readiness for critical thinking, you s ha ll
dard needed to be set. Since the impact of multiculturalism respond to the prompts , yet there a re instruc- emerge v ictoriou s in all your future writing
and political correctness were factors in th e formulat ion of the tors who teach to a fonnula and pigeonhol e e ndeavors. In the words of Professor Hattietest , CU NY awarded the contract to the ACT Co mpany not the s tudents. Graders a re looking for writing Jo Mullins , " crea tivity is in the detai ls."
that expresses c larity of thought. originality
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Editorial
Is It Fair That the CUNY Proficiency Exam (CPE)
Is Used as an Exiting Exam?
=--~~~~~~~~~~~~ By

n 2000 the City University of New York (CUNY) adopted an
Articulation Policy which mandated that all associate and
baccalaureate degree CUNY program graduates must pass
the CUNY Proficiency Exam (CPE) to fulfill their graduating
requirements. Students who enrolled as first-time freshmen in
the fall of 1999 or later are subject to taking the CPE. All students who have 45 or more credits must pass the CPE by the
time they have completed their 60th credit or before they graduate from a community college.
This two-part exam requires students to write a comparative essay based on two articles and two charts or graphs, and a
short essay is to be written based on the readings. The test is
designed to gauge a student's abi lity to satisfactori ly engage and
execute the following criterion:
o Think critically
o Understand and analyze ideas and information, and
o Write clearly and rationally at a level associated with success in upper division courses.

I

BCC CPE Measurement
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Geralde
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Academic Year
In the October 2003 issue of Th e Communicator, BCC's

CPE Liaison, Rex Butt, stated "two-thirds of the BCC students
who have sat for the exam have passed it; most of them on the
first try." He further announced, in a BCC Broadcast, dated
April 30, 2004, "74% of our students have passed the exam on
the first try." This varies slightly with the assessment highlights
noted in the BCC Highlights of the Annual FY03 Performance
Report produced by the Office of Institutional Research,
Planning & Assessment. This report reveals that the BCC show
rate for the CPE exam (73.2%) is among the highest in CUNY.
The report goes on to further mention that BCC has a first-time
pass rate of (57%), with the most recent first-time rate increased
to 60% and 3rd time rate (as reported by the New York Times)
above 95%.
The question now becomes, if the criterion for passing the
CPE is the same as each course requirement for any curricula,
why then is it necessary to be subjected to yet another evaluating tool to measure a student aptitude and writing? Questions
should be raised on the premise of the fo llowing initiatives
already incorporated in the curriculum and course requirements
to graduate.
l . The CUNY Board of Trustees mandated in 1999 that each
CUNY campus establish a Writing Across the Curriculum
(WAC) program that focuses on some of the most important
themes such as writing to learn, writing as a developing process,
critical thinking, and developing writing fluency and proficiency
to infuse more writing into the course structure of many disci plines.
2. Pursuant to the April issue of The Communicator, for the
last two years, all BCC students have been required to take at
least two Writing Intensive courses (English classes are excluded from this classification) in order to graduate.
Notwithstanding, the requirements needed to pass a course,
isn't this process, at the associate degree level, overkill ?

Join The COit•t. .W::atorTea11!

O c tober is Latino
Heritage Month

See your name in print.
Express yourself.
Put your finger on the pulse of BCC.

• Show your pride by contributing to the October
issue of The Communicator!

The Communicator is looking for
writers.
~raphic designers
and
photographers.

• News articles, essays, poems, short stories, personal
interest stories are all welcome.

Write about sports, national and international events, campus life, entertainment, including music, film, plays and art.

o

• The closing date for submissions of all materials for
the October 2004 issue of Th e Communicator is
September 20, 2004.
• Please submit your work to:
Coston Hall , Ro om 605
or
Professor Rowa n
Coston Hall, Room 6 12

o

H e lp us desi g n e a c h monthly issue of Th e C ommunicator.
o

Photograph campu s li fe, as w e ll as throug h o ut t he c ity.

Become part of our growin g team.
Join Th e Commun icatot~
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to Quit a

.Job

--------------------------------------------------by
Edwin Roman------------------------------------------------~
Mr. Roman is the former Coordinator of Career Development. He is now working in the new Transfer Center located in RBSC 302.
This is his last article on workplace topics; beginning next month his articles will look at Transfer Center topics.
hange is difficult for
many of us, so we often
ignore the signs that indicate it is time to move on. Often,
it isn't until a work situation
becomes unbearable that we
finally decide it's time to change
jobs. By the time we reach this
point, we feel desperate and are
willing to take the next thing that
comes along, which might not be
any better than the situation we
left. If you learn how to recognize the signs that indicate it is
time to leave a job, you will be
able to plan your next step rather
than be forced to make a quick
move just to get out. So what are
some of these signs you should
watch for?
1. Bosses no longer ask for
your opinion.
If you used to be invited to
participate in meetings where
important decisions were made
and you are no longer invited, it
may be time to think about your
other options. If your opinion is
no longer valued, how effective
can you be in your role?

C

2. You have been passed up
for a promotion.
Your company has been
preparing you for a better position and has assured you that you
are next in line. But they fill the
job with an outside candidate.
Somewhere along the line,
someone has not been totally
honest with you. Is this really the
type of organization you want to
work for? Can you be guaranteed this won't happen again?
3. You have gone from
being a stellar performer to
doing nothing right.
You have always been
praised for your work. Now
every time you complete a project, you are told you are not
meeting expectations. Has there
been a change in management
lately? Perhaps the new team
would like to bring in its own
people? Why wait to go out on a
bad note? You might want to
start putting your feelers out
now.
4. The t::reat assit::nments
keep going to other people.

· You are in your job because
you want to learn. Yet every time
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an opportunity comes up for a
challenging assignment, it goes
to someone else. It is clear that
you are the one in the department who will be doing the
lower-level work. If you have
already mastered those skills and
it looks like your situation won't
be changing, it may be time to
find a position where there i~
actually room to grow in your
job.
5. Your boss tells the staff
he/she is open to suggestions.
But is he/she open to suggestions from you?
You are constantly suggesting how to improve your department . Your suggestions are
ignored. It is obvious that your
opinion is not being valued. Ask
yourself again, why are you still
in this job?
6. A larger company is
buying out your company.
Although
management
insists there will be not be any
staff reductions, you will need to
look at the reality. Do they really
need two of you? Remember,
you are much more employable
if you are currently working. If

c
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you are not willing to move to
the new corporate office, then
perhaps you should see what
other opportunities are available
close by.
7. Everyone in management seems to be jumping
ship.
Do they know something
you don't? Do your best to find
out what is really going on and
then decide if you should start
looking.
8. Work is not fun anymore.
This is perhaps the best sign
that it is time to move on. After
all, you spend most of your waking hours at work. If you no
longer enjoy what you are doing,
then why are you still there?
Keep your eyes and ears
open for these signs and make
sure you keep your resume
updated, just in case your time to
go arrives sooner than you
expect. Being prepared will
make the transition that much
easier to make.
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By Sandy Fernandez----------------------------------------y name is Sandy Fernandez, and I am the Treasurer for the
Student Government Association. I am majoring in automotive technology which, at this and at all times, has been struggling to survive due to the lack of funds and many other issues. Other
issues are the following: not having a chairperson that would make the
program run in any situation, no test equipment, not enough tools, not
enough professors, no tutoring available at all, and a very unpleasant
working environment.
The automotive program has been part of this college for more than
ten years and yet is not receiving the funds and help needed to make the
curriculum work right. In addition, the college administration does not
consider the automotive program as being part of the college. As students, we are demanding the respect and commitment for the success of
this curriculum and the college as well. There were funds given to us
and used for other things not related to automotive technology. Having
the administration work against us, how can we succeed?
Furthermore, what is the chairperson of this department doing for
the development of this program? I asked this question to coordinator
of the department, who said, "Dr. Abdelatiff has many things to do and
has many positions in which he is doing extra hours and not getting
paid." I said to him, "It was not an obligation for him to take the charge
of this department, specially, if he was not going to dedicate time and
patience needed. However, how many times has this person passed by
to make sure everything is working fine?" The administrators are
always there to charge us the money for each credit but not available to
check what is needed or not. Somewhere there is no communication
between the head of the department and the professors.
Another issue, which is one of the most important issues, is the lack
of test equipment and tools. How can a car work without the engine? We
feel like a car with no engine. It is impossible for us to work on a car
when there are no tools and or test equipment to work with, for example, lab scopes, digital meters, and scanners. Professors have to bring
their own tools and equipment in order for us to learn the hands-on
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work. They have to engineer little parts to show us how the various auto
parts work. However, there is no electricity to run some of the .old
equipment, with no knowledge whether they work or not because they
were never plugged in. In addition , there is no ventilation system to
operate vehicles safely in the lab. We are students paying technology
fees, so why we are being excluded from getting new equipment vital
to our education? How can we learn and have the experience needed to
be professionals when the administration is blocking us or doing nothing to help?
My very next issue is no tutoring available at any time, because
there are not enough professors available. Most 0f the classes that we
tend to fail are the fuel system, electric system, air conditional and heating ones, because there is no tutoring coordinated, and the classes are
very difficult.
We are taking lessons in the basement with unpleasant circumstances, where there is dust all over the place. The restroom in Nichols
Hall is not working, and we have to go out of the building somewhere
else to use the lavatory. This is just absurd to be placed in locations
where a human being has to be for a long period of time. The lavatory
in Guggenheim Hall is dirty all the time; there is no hand soap, no toilet seat covers, no exhaust fan, and one of the toilets is not functioning,
and there are only two.
It is just about time we get the care we require for once. It is just
about time the administration has us learn the way we should. We are
exhausted and frustrated because, since this program started, no attention has been given. The automotive department could support the college by itself if there were enough advertisement made to the public. In
addition, automotive technology is part of the future. A good technician
comes with a good education and experience. We technicians control
the world because the world wouldn't run if nothing were fixed. Now
that the public knows how we feel , hopefully, here will be something
done in favor of the students at Bronx Community College.
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The Beginning: How It Started
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y Jenise DeCasseres
hat is Hip Hop? Hip hop is more than just music; it consists of more than just
rap and African American and Hispanic cultures. Hip hop is a way of life. It's
a way for oneself to express him/herself through deejaying (cutting and
scratching), emceeing (rapping), graffiti artwork, beatboxing and/or. breakdancing. Hip
hop as you can see is a culture in which these various ways of self expression all help
contribute, making it a lifestyle, a state of mind . This culture is colorless and its success
rooted from numerous races.
According to Afrika Bambaataa, from the oldest and largest hip hop organization,
Zulu Nation, " ... the music [beats] that makes up hip hop, comes from different nationalities and races, especially from black people . . . Hip hop music in general is colorless
and not racist. It comes from many categories in music . . . for example: Hip hop music is
made up from other forms of music like funk, soul, rhythm and blues, jazz, rock, heavy
metal, salsa, soca (calypso) ... African, Arabic, reggae, etc . .. " This culture was created
for t!te people to express their living conditions, whether it expresses anger, frustration,
happiness, love, educate others, bring political awareness or just to "rock the party;" the
voice itself is hip hop.
Before hip hop became the a multi-million <!ommercial empire, predominately controlled by big record labels and its money hungry corporate giants in which it has
become, hip hop started on the streets of the South Bronx in the mid 1970's. Its lifestyle
created an outlet for former gang members, giving them something positive to contribute
to their communities and also actively passing time. It's said that hip hop music and culture came into play in order to replace disco music which pushed away Gospel, Blues,
and true Rock and Roll. Hip hop brought back soulful tunes and began with the "Father
of Hip Hop," DJ Kool Here. Kool Here, a Jamaican dj brought his mixing and scrat.ching skills to the South Bronx in the mid 70's rocking block parties on the Bronx streets.
Here, also known as Clive Campell, influenced many others to come such as
Grandmast~r Flash, Bambaataa from the Zulu Nation and Grandmaster Caz from the
Cold Crash Brothers. Back in those days which is known as the Old School Era of hip
hop, deejays used extension cords connecting into their project homes for electricity
powering up their turntables, went into the streets mixing and scratching records, creating block parties for the community. Here, Grandmaster Flash, Bambaataa and
Grandmaster Caz, played at block parties, parks, and in house parties all over the Bronx.
This is when hip hop was for the people.
DJ Here deejayed his first block party in 1973, spinning soul, old funk, and r&b
records. Here extended the "break" or " get down" sections of each record, which eventually gave birth to breakdancing. B-boys and b-girls danced within the breaks of songs
(the bridge or transitional sections). What is breakdancing and what's its origin?
The art ofbreakdancing is basically dancing between the beats, or within the breaks
of songs in which lyrics are not present. This style of dancing came from what is called
caporia. Caporia is an Afro-Brazilian martial art and form of expression developed from
Angolan slaves. These slaves used caporia to express frustration and to rebel against
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their Portuguese slave owners. Breakdancers are referred to as b-boys and/or b-girls.
Great examples of Old School breakdancing groups are The B-boys and the Rocksteady
Crew.
Graffiti began in New York City in the early 70's. A postal worker by the name of
Vic started writing (tagging) his name, "Vic" and courier ID number" 156" on every subway and/or bus he traveled delivering packages. Bubble, wildstyle and computer graffiti styles came on the scene with the tag names: Case 2, Tracey 168, Sly II, Chain 3 Lee
163rd, Julio 204, Frank 207 and Joe 136. There's no proof as to who started the art of
graffiti, but Demetrius, a Greek teenager from Washington Heights identified by the tag
name "TAKI 183," made this art famous in the early 70's. Later on, majority of graffiti
artists displayed their crew affiliations after their tag names. The Zulu Nation consisted
of graffiti artists, deejays and b-boys.
The art of emceeing, also known as rap started from deejays like Here speaking
over the mic saying shout outs (to just excite the crowd), such as " Kool Here is in the
house and he'll turn it out without a doubt." The Father of Rap, Afrika·Bambataa was
the first to speak words in his music. Later on, it developed into more complex emceeing/rhyming patterns. Emcees traveled to numerous parties displaying their skills and
seeking the approval of the audience. Rhyming over beats, gave these people the opportunity to creatively express themselves. This provided an inexpensive way to pass time
and kept former gang members away from negative activities. The first hip hop album
was released in 1979 by the Sugar Hill Gang. Others later followed such as, Special Ed,
Rak.im, Common Sense, MC Lyte, Public Enemy, and many more.
Beatboxing is the skill of creating beats, cacophony, and sound with one's mouth
and voice. This sound is formed using the lips, teeth and tongue, imitating musical
instruments, percussion, digital voices and sound recording effects. This began as a
capella form of art, accompanying freestyles and lyrics of emcees and/or poets. Great
examples of beatboxers are ''The Teacher" KRS One and Doug E . Fresh.
Hip hop's image has changed over the years. It started off as being the life of the
party, a person creatively expressing oneself, and then became more commercialized.
When hip hop became more widespread and a multi-million dollar industry, record label
executives killed hip hop' s natural form and image, making it more " marketable." When
this happened stereotypes were formed and the meaning of hip hop drastically changed
into the bling-bling, big bootie video girls, thugs, drug-dealing negativity, slowing stripping away from educating and creating awareness to the people or rocking the party that
it 01ice was. I'm not staying that the artists that do live the "hard-knock" life should have
no voice, but negative images are clouding our television screens and influencing those
that are not strong enough to understand that some of these artists live these stereotypical roles on the screen in order to sell records. This is why the Old School Era should be
valued and recognized.
The true hip hop culture will continue to grow and will continue to be the voice for
the true hip hopers.
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What You Need to Know About Sexual Harassment and
The School's Zero Tolerance Policy
by Geralde Parvilus
he American Heritage Dictionary defines "harassment" as a
"sy stematic persecution by besetting w ith annoyances ,
threats , or demands; including, but not limited to badgering,
houndin g, and tormenting." "To harass" is to "plague
innicting
worry, vexation or other mental tribulation," it also implies "baiting
deliberate rcrsccution by taunting, insulting or heckling." Sexual
harassment is dclincd as unwelcome se x ual advances, requests fi:.H·
sexual l:tvors , and other oral or written communications or rhysical
conduct of a sexual nature when ( l) submission to such conduct is
made cx rlicitl y or implicitl y a term or condition of an individual ' s
cmrloy ment , (2) s ubmission to or rej e ction of such conduct b y an
indi v idual is used as a basis for emplo y ment decisions affectin g
such indi v idual, or (3) such conduc t ha s the rurposc or cfTcct o f
unreasonabl y interfering with an individual ' s work performance or
creating an intimidating, hostile, or offe nsive working environme nt.
Bron x C ommunity College, as rart of the City University of
New York , follows the CUNY Policy on Sexual Harassment.
According to the Policy, sexually harassing behaviors encompass a
broad range of actions, including:
o Unwelcome sexual advances o r requests for favors when the
acccrtancc or rejection of such conduct serves as a basis for
employment or academic deci s ions; and
o Conduct that interferes with a student ' s or employee 's performance by allowing the existence of a hostile working or
learning environment.
More spccitically, sexual harassing behavior includes the following: ( l) gender harassment, including sexist statements and
behavior that convey insulting, degrading, or sexist attitudes ; (2)
seductive behavior entailing unwanted , inappropriate and offensive
physical or verbal sexual advances; (3) sexual bribery, involving
>;olicitalion of sexual activ ity or other sex-linked behavior by promise of reward ; (4) sexual coercion of s exua l activity or other sexlinked behavior b y threat of puni s hment; and (5) sexual assault,
attempted rape, and rape.
Sexual harassment can occur between individuals of different
sexes or of the same s ex , althou g h most often exp loits a relationship
between individua ls of unequal power (such as faculty / staff member
and student; s upervisor and employee; or tenured and untenurcd faculty members). It may a lso occur between individuals of equal
power (such as fellow students or co-workers) or in some circumstances it appears that the harasser has less power than the individual being harassed (such as a student sexually harassing a faculty
member). It is important to note that a lack of intent to harass may
be relev a nt to, but will not be determinative of whether sexual
harassment has transpired.
It is th e policy of CUNY to promote a cooperative work and
academic environment and therefore, harassment of employees or
students based upon sex is inconsistent with the University policy of
equal emp loyment and academic opportunity. Based on the Civil
Rights Act of 1964, the Education Act of 1972 and the Civil Right s
Act of 199 1, sexual harassment is a form of sexual discrimination
and is therefore prohibited by federal laws. Sexual harassment is
not tolerated within the University. The City University of New
York disseminates its Policy through its colleges and takes various
steps to educate the University community. BCC regularly conducts
sexua l harassment training workshops for faculty, staff and students .
In 2003-04 , BCC cond ucted 12 Sexual Harassment works hops
between September and May, where faculty /staff and students alike
were informed about sexua l harassment issues and the protocol for
reporting such incidents. The faculty / staff workshops are conducted in department or as campus-wide workshops, while the student
workshops arc conducted through an Orientat ion and Career
Development course (OCD). Apart from the workshops, detailed
information on the CUNY Policy, reporting procedures along w ith a
listing of resources and contact information can be found in the
BCC catalog, the student handbook, a " Se x ual Harassment" pamphlet ,
and
on
the
Human
Resource
website
at
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http / / www. bcc.cuny.ed u / h umanrcsourccs/ po I icy a ga i nstscx ua I
harassmcnt.htm. Informational pamphlets arc also di s tributed at
Freshman Convocation and c a mpus health fairs. Copies a re a lways
avai lable 111 the Human Resource Department , Student
Development Counseling Services, the office of Stude nt Activities,
the Library, and the Pres ident's Office.
Important Issues to Consider
If a s tudent is facing a situation of harassment:
a) Students should NOT fea r retaliation from fa c ulty or staff. It
is a v iolation of Uni versity po lic y for an y member of th e U niv e rsity
community to eng a g e in sexual harassment or to re ta li a te again s t
an y members of the U ni vers it y community. A stud e nt wh o believes
that he/ she has been s ex uall y harassed or w ho ha s an y questions
about sexual harassment, should contact a membe r o f the Sexual
H a ra ssment Investigation Panel. Students should also fe el free to
di scuss the problem with eith e r a professor whom th ey tru s t or a
staff member. It is advised that false and/or malicious c omplaints of
sexu a l harassment arc detrimental to the college community.
llowcvcr, all complaints arc investigated and the fa ilure to s ubstantiate a sexual harassment complaint docs not mean th a t the complaint is false .
b) A ll comp laints are dealt with confidentially and remain confidential. Students should feel comfortable in approachin g a n y member
of the Investigation Panel with their complaint.
Harassment in the 2/.'it Centurv Has a New Face
BCC has taken great steps in helping students g ain a ccess to
technology services. However, while computer tec hnology has
e nh a nced our lives, a growing negative aspect of computer misuse
a nd harassment arc beg inning to attract the attention of co ll e ge communities. Computer-based sexual harassment via electronic mail,
Internet postings, and inappropriate use of computers in public c omputer fitcilities arc examples o f ways in which students arc mi s us ing
te chnology. All across the country, lab technicians arc receiving a
growing number of complaints on a dail y basis about s tudents sending harassing or threatenin g email messages to other s tudents or facult y members. Students repo rt being "sta lked" o ver email , receiving death threats or even having their personal computer o r campus
computer stations " hijack e d " with disturbing and gruesome images
automatically popping up on their computer screens . Computerbased harassment generates reaction from its victims , ranging from
annoyance to genuine fear, which lends itself to a hos tile a cademic
e nvironment.
Although some computer labs have taken steps to address the
issue here on campus , by pos ting notices and installing firew a lls, the
policy on Academic Freedom prohibits the placement of fi lters on
campus computers. So , it is e very one's responsibility to take a
proactive role in discouraging the misuse of campus technology.
This can be done in the fo ll owing manner:
o Students should report incidents immediately to a lab technician, staff member or a faculty member.
o Faculty/Staff have the responsibility to address comp laints
a nd intervene or mediate the situation, when and where needed. A
well-documented record shou ld be kept, which should include:
• Full name
• Date and time of incident
• Location
• Individuals involved or computer stations of occurrence
• Finally, repeated incidents should be reported to the Sexual
Harassment Investigation Panel
BCC conti nu es to implement proactive measures for training
and dissemination of the Sexual Harassment Policy for students.
Any member of the Unive rsity commun ity havin g specific questions
regarding the school Policy and/or reporting protocol is urged to
contact Sahana Gupta, Affirmative Action Officer, Languag e Hall
Room 27, (71 R) 289-5 15 1. All communication shall be kept in the
s trictest confidence.
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Vote! My

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y Brema Taylor
oting is a right given to every citizen of the United States.
It wasn't a lways so for blacks. The 1965 Voting Rights
Act changed things. It was a genuine struggle.
Even though the Emancipation Proclamation and the Civi l
Rights Acts proclaimed that blacks had the same rights as whites,
in the South , di scrimination was most prevalent. Just by knowing
the history of black slavery, you can get a good picture of what
we endured in those times . The 1965 Voting Rights Acts was just
another step in the fight for equality.
While trying to just register to vote, many blacks were turned
down. Sometimes the registering office was opened for a short
period of time, perhaps once a month. At times, they wouldn't
open at all. Fewer and fewer applications got processed . There
were other atrocities, too numerous to li st. In small steps, the
1965 Voting Rights Act helped to ensure voting equality for
blacks. The change didn't happen overnight, but it did happen .
Blacks weren't the only ones discriminated against as far as
voting was concerned. Women were victims a lso . The general
consensus in co lonial days was that women should be barefoot
and pregnant. Women did not have the same rights as men in
society. Men made all laws governing everyone and every thing.
Our rigorous duti es of running a household as wife, mother, and
soc ial entertainer (bridge a nd tea parties, balls, etc.) imposed
upon us the wearing of many hats through life. We must a lso not
forget our roles in the Civil War. It was beca use of our duties and
re lentless efforts that men were freed to pursue the running of our
government. It a lso allowed the m the privilege of attending the
b est schools, pl ayi ng sports, a nd traveling a broad, som e times
alone (it was not proper for a woman to travel alone, unescorted!).
Basically, women were "only good" for doing needlepoint,
visiting the infirn1 and in hav ing proper posture by learning to
walk with a book on your head. We were also ornaments. When
going to social events and functions, you were on your husband's
a rm , showing family unity. It was especially (and still is) a lways
good to see a politician as a hus band and family man. As has been
proven, our ro les in society constitute more than just domestics.
We are a forc e to be reckoned with. Blacks a nd women are really fighting the same battle. Susan B. Anthony, a 19th-ce ntury
advocate of women ' s rights, was arrested a nd fined $ 100 for
casting an illega l vote in I 872. However, she was not about to pay
tha t fine and m ade a speech. In her speech, I fe lt that she didn't
m ean only voting rights for bl ac k s and wome n , Ms. Anthony was
ta lking about hum a n rights . H ere is an excerpt from her sp eech :
"Friends andfellow citizens. I stand before you tonight under
indictmen t .for th e alleged crim e of having voted at th e las t
presidential e lection , without having a lawful right to vote.
It shall be my work this evening to prove to you that in thus
voting, I n ot o nly committed no c rim e, but, instead, simply
exercised any citizen's rights, guar anteed to me a nd a ll
Un ited States c itizens by the Na tional Constitution, beyond
the powe r ol any state to deny. ... H ence, every discrimination agains t women in the constitutions and laws of th e several states is today null and void precisely as is every (discrimination) against Negroes."
Many battles have been fought and won for the right to vote.
You s hould know who or wha t you're voting for. It is your privilege to vote. It is a privilege that s hould not be taken lightly. Since
I am a representative from both social groups, I find it a n honor
to vote.
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Brema Taylor was a student in an English 10 section taught by
Professor Hattie-Jo Mullins.
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Grandfather

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - By Nancy Tineo
hen 1 read the s tory by M errill Foster, "Frightened by Loss," I
started to re member my grandfather. My grandfather is 97
years old. Ev e n at his age, he does not w ea r glasses and d oes
not use a cane to walk. Sitting in a rocking ch a ir, day by day, we can see
hi s smilin g face. H e loves to see th e fa mil y together a ll the time. Every
Sunday he waits for hi s children, grandchildren a nd g reat grandchildren
to visit him.
When I come to visit my grandfather, I feel very g lad that he is a live.
Constantly, he asks the same questi o ns like a littl e boy. Such as, who 's
that p e rson, what's your name, who is co ming today? Every time he says
the sam e comments and re p eats the sam e phrases . So m e times he d oes not
recogni ze p eople. H e as ks tht; names of hi s g randc hildren and g reat
g randchildren , b eca use he forgets their na m es . Eve n though yo u tell the
names, in half an h o ur, he asks the sa m e question .
He is a sweet grandfather, but beca use of his age a nd the diabetes, he
sometimes gets angry. When his face is sad , you hav e to talk to him abo ut
the past and about when h e was young to make him happy. Of course, the
old m a n needs to re m ember good m e mories to b e h appy. The present is
p a in, white h ai r, a roc king chair a nd d e pending on somebody else. For
him, hi s past is hi s h appi ness. He keeps o ld papers, phones numbe rs a nd
pi ctures of his family in his wallet. Nobody can to uc h his belong ings
without his permiss io n .
For him , the m e mori es of hi s mind and the m emory of what he h as
in hi s wallet are like a treasure tha t everybod y needs to respect.
N ancy Tin eo was a student in an English II section taug ht by Professor
Hattie-Jo Mullins.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y Venus Jimenez
hile I was doing research
on the types of families
that s urro und us,
I
noticed that there were three tha t
w ere th e most common.
First, we have the two-pare nt
families. These children are luck y
to h ave both th ei r mom a nd dad
together. They ge t to wake up in th e
morning a nd have breakfast with
them . At dinnertime, they get to te ll
them what happen ed at school. For
instance, they got a n "A" on a n
exam o r they had a fight. On weekends, they can spend quality tim e
with their parents. For in sta nce , th e
d a ug hte r call go shopp in g with th e
mom or the son can go to a baseba ll
game w ith his father. T here are also
plenty of fami ly acti vit ies th ey ca n
do. For exampl e, going on vacation
or going to the circus is somethin g
th e ch ildren seem to remember th e
m ost.
T he n , we ha ve th e si ng le parent. Except for deat h , this usually
happens after a di vo rce or, in some
si tuatio n s, when th e fat he r wants
nothing to do with the c hild . These
childre n seem to suffe r a lot of pain ,
hurt a nd anger. They might feel tha t
th e m o th er or father doesn't love
the m e noug h to be part of th eir
li ves. Some parents put the child in
counseling, so they can understand
why thi s has happe ned. The counselor will always be there for the
child find they will a lways remind
them that the moth e r or father loves
them unconditiona ll y. An examp le
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of this is a couple w ho had severa l
problems a nd decided that it was
best that they separate. The c hild
felt that it was hi s fault. Before th ey
decided to speak to a counselor,
th ey spoke with th e child and told
him they loved him very much an d
noth ing would c ha nge that. They
a lso ass ured him that everything
would be okay eve n if momm y a nd
d addy wouldn't be together.
Finally, we h ave the foste r
fa mili es. In m a ny occas ions, c hil dren are placed in foster homes.
This may ha ppen w hen the c hild's
welfare has been in danger; e ithe r
the child h as been neglected or
abused. Th e foster families are
th ere to welcome them with a
ho me , c lothin g , ed ucatio n a nd a
warm pl a te of food. Some chi ld ren
g row up li vi ng their li ves in fos ter
care a nd know th a t home a nd the
people there are the only family
th ey have. A n exa mple of thi s is a
little boy who suffe rs from malnutrition a nd has been a bused but can
be put in a foster ho me to have a
b e tter cha nce of living a norma l life
with people who can care for him.
In every fami ly there is a c hild
who is either happy or who suffers
a g reat deal of pain. However, eve n
these children may g row up a nd
s ucceed in life and become, sometimes, the pare nts that they n ever
had.
Venu.~ Jin1 e nez wa~· a stude11t in an
English II section taug ht by Professor J.
A hu11aw.
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- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - By Christian Quezada
hen people hear the term included a separate category for This exercise excluded African- would run into that I was Black and
Americans who were darker than a not Hispanic. When I went to col"racism," they more than mulattos until 1920
likely envision prejudice
"Mulattos" had greater access brown paper bag from the organiza- lege, one of the first things I did
between ethnicities, races, and reli- to education and political affilia- tion. Even though practices such as was rush a Black sorority. I made a
gions. However, in many commu- tions thus making them more pow- this no longer exist, the rift between point of not pledging AKA because
everybody assumes that all lightnities, racism exists within. Perhaps erful
within
many African- many African-Americans remains.
Many dark-skinned African skinned girls pledge AKA. I didn't
the one community with the most American communities. This domidocumented intra-racial difficulties nation led to a split, in many cases, Americans still feel that they are want to fulfill that stereotype."
It is difficult enough living in
is the African-American communi- within Black society. Many darker- looked upon as not being as attracty. Stemming from the slavery era, skinned African-Americans resent- tive. When the media lists "attrac- today's society with the amount of
problems between lighter- and ed their place in society, while their tive" Blacks, names such as Halle racism that is present. It is even
darker-skinned blacks have been an lighter-skinned peers had a slightly Berry, Lena Home and Vanessa harder being part of a community
all too common reality.
different experience. Many jobs Williams appear. Stereotypes with- that many times discriminates and
During slavery, many illegiti- were given to lighter-skinned in the Black community still exist. has stereotypes based on the shade
mate children were born to slaves blacks in lieu of dark-skinned "A lot of black girls think I'm stuck of one's skin complexion. In a
and white male slaveholders. While Blacks. African-Americans with up and snotty just because I'm world with such a large array of
these offspring were still consid- fairer complexions also created light-skinned. They think that I've skin colors, the notion that people
ered slaves, they often received organizations that included and gotten where I am or that I'm some- are judged and characterized by the
greater opportunities and privileges excluded members by skin color. how privileged just because of the degree of melanin in their skin
becomes more and more nonsensithan those of pure African descent. One of the most blatant forms of color of my skin," says Dani X
Quite a few light-skinned cal. In a society that can no longer
Some light-skinned slaves were segregation within the Black comassigned the status of house servant munity occurred within the tradi- blacks feel that they are discrimi- be broken down into categories of
or artisan where they received bet- tionally black sororities and frater- nated against within their own black, white and brown, it is more
ter treatment than darker-skinned nities.
community. They feel as though evident than ever that racism, at
field slaves.
In the early 1900s, Blacks they have to prove their "black- any level, is illogical and serves no
Once slaves were emancipat- chartered their own Greek fraternal ness." "I felt pressure when I was purpose other than to divide.
Christian Quezada was a
ed, these biracial slaves were organizations due to their exclusion younger to dress and speak a cerlabeled as "mulattos" and consid- from already-established white tain way so that I could fit in with student in an English 11 section
ered a separate racial group. They sororities and fraternities. One the other Black students in the taught by Professor R. Mullins.
were seen as neither black nor Black sorority had the early prac- schools I attended. I felt like l had
white. The U.S. Census actually tice of the "brown paper bag test." to point obt to any Black student I

W

Corporal Punishment
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - B y Satnarine Mahadeo
he acts of "hitting, beating, and
spanking" are all forms of corporal puni s hment. The Concise
Oxford Dictionary states: "Punishment
is severe treatment or suffering ."
Unfortunately, statistics revealed that in
the U.S., 88 percent to 90 percent of
parents with ch ildren two to six years
use physical punishment as a corrective
measure. Children that are maltreated
in this form suffer from physical, emotional and psychological damages.
With the absence of a clear boundary between reasonable and unreasonable force, parents, in most cases, hit
their children harder than they wanted
to. This action results in swelling, lacerations, and even fractures of the body
parts. Worldwide, it is no secret, over
fifty thousand children are hospitalized
daily due to physical ab use by parents.
They b e lieve that physical punishment
can be a corrective measure. On the
contrary, negative lessons are taught
from thi s act. Children will perceive
that physical contact is necessary to
express anger and to correct a situation;
a lso, it is all right for bigger persons to
beat someone smaller. This creates bullies.
The adverse factors affecting children's emotions are confusion and lack
of trust. They will be confused because
the persons they love, and who love
them, a re hurting them physically and
emotionally. These factors are also
respons ible for the element of trust to
diminish. Their feeling deep down is
that no one can be trusted to make them

T

feel safe.
The negative psychological effects
of corporal punishment are many. This
can be compared to that of brain damage, where the suffering is life long.
Such humiliation instills fear and
destroys se lf-confidence. This results in
low self-esteem, and this hinders the
academic ability of children. Another
effect is deceitfulness.
Corporal punishment does not correct the mistake. Therefore, a reoccurre nce is likely, and children will lie and
be secretive to avoid physical pain .
Additionally, the UNICEF Convention
of the Child 2001 revealed that chi ldhood physical abuse was responsible
for ninety percent of the youth who
were involved in misdemeanors and
felonies.
Chi ldren learn respect by being
respected. Self-respect comes when
children feel loved and appreciated.
Physical affection starting at infancy
and continuing through chi ldren's lives
is an important part of expressing love.
These are positive ingredients for
establishing a good parent-child relationship.
As stated in the Concise Oxford
Dictionary, "Discipline is corrective
and promotes beneficial actions."
Therefore, the barbaric act of punishment, which is the opposite of discipline, must cease forthwith.
Satnarine Mahadeo was a student
in an English IO section taught by
Professor Hattie-Jo Mullins.

Classification of Families
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - By Kevin Brown

T

here are different types of families
around the world, many of which are

advantage of or abused. The kids and fami-

related in different ways and classi-

and, as a result, have less kids than the
lower-class families . Their neighborhoods
are normally taken better care of. They are

fied accordingly. These families are bonded
and shaped by their culture and customs to
think, live and act in a certain way. They all
operate differently, depending on their psycho logical class. They interact daily, recogniz ing at times their differences. There is a
very fine margin between these families,

often having dramatic impacts, depending
on the situation being assessed or exploited.

lies here try harder at practicing safe sex,

more concerned about their place in society

as it relates to their progress and safety. The
other classes usually notice them, because

they join them together.
The third type of family is the "upperclass family." In this classification of family, you will find the wealthier and wealthi-

The first type of family is the "lowerclass family." These types of families arc at
the lowest level of just about everything.

est families. Here, families live way above

They are the poorest of families , and, as a
result, are sometimes uneducated. They

extends to the highest, due to the fact that
they are most capable of paying for it. They

often live in very poor neighborhoods that
are kept in very bad conditions. They are

borhoods. They have the best of everything;

most likely to face starvation and neglect.
They face and suffer from various crimes

social security, schools and jobs. Their safe-

and violence. Often times. they have lots of
kids because of lack of educat ion and

ty and well being are considered most
important to many governments. They pay

the poverty level. They are usually quite
influential. Their level of education often

li ve in the best and most expensive neigh-

they have the best insurance coverage.

unsafe sex practices. In most instances, you

the least taxes, but have the lowest level of

will find the use and sale of drugs being

crimes and violence. They take great pride
in their place and position in society.

their main resource. They often struggle
just to make it to the next class. Here you
wil l also find a lot of so-called "show offs,"

In all three types of families, lifestyles
are enjoyed and accommodated in different,

displaying things to show their e levation

but similar, ways. They may all li ve in one

above the other families.

country, sharing and viewing life from three

The second family is known as the
"middle-class family." Here you will find
families that live above the poverty level.
Their education level is considered to be
average or high. These families enjoy the

different perspectives. Their ultimate goal
is to eventually find some way of joining all
three families, for the benefit and survival
of all. They all seek to eliminate the negative aspects of society that they have in

finer pleasures of life in a more re laxed

common.
Kevin Brown was a student in an
English I I section taught by Professor J.
Abunaw.

atmosphere. You will find very hard-working people who try and are successfu l at
obeying the law. You find fewer crimes and
violence taking a toll. The li ving areas are

selected in such a way that they fit in with a
group or class, and they don't feel taken
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Women and their Relation to the Family
By Aubeen L o p e z - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ince the evolution of humanity into class society, women have felt tiple partners. Religion plays a huge part in supporting the family; aside
the overwhelming burden of patriarchal oppression; that is, the from chaining the working class to its oppression by being passive and
overwhelming burden of the family. Over the tides of times as class . with "thou shall obey thy lord and master," it also chains women to the
society has changed, the structure of the family has changed along with it, family with thou shall be servant to the man.
from slavery to feudalism and finally--capitalism.
· The family separates women from full participation in economic,
The family throughout history has been the social formation most social and political life, while transmitting through its patriarchal hierarresponsible for the degradation and virtual enslavement of women. Here chy the authority, values and rules of class society; it enslaves women to
I tend to focus on the family structure under capitalism (the nuclear or the house, to domestic drudgery, as it is the framework for the tasks of
bourgeois family) and why it is that the "nuclear" family is the chief insti- reproducing labor power. Thus, among the poor working class, the wife
tution for the oppression of women.
(and daughters) is responsible for cooking, cleaning, laundry, child-rearThe nuclear family is an institution of the ruling class for transmitting ing, and so forth.
and preserving wealth and private property. It is constructed in a manner
The liberation of women can only be possible by lifting the burden of
where there is one man, the property owner, one woman, the property domestic slavery from the shoulders of women. This means constructing
owner's servant, and, finally, a child, a male child in which to pass on the voluntary social institutions (communal laundries, restaurants, housefamily wealth and property to. This is why in modern society the last cleaning services, daycare, and so on) -- as well as new arrangements of
name is passed on only through the male line.
housing (again voluntary) -- that can replace the individual labor of the
The property owner's servant, the woman, is required to follow a individual woman. The way this would only be "ossible is by eliminatstrict code of conduct. She must be monogamous or "faithful" to the ing through internationalist worker's socialist re~lution , the capitalist
property owner in order for him to know who his children/heirs are. This system that maintains women's oppression through the patriarchal strucis why it is ethically "wrong" for women in capitalist society to have mul- ture of the nuclear family.

S

The Poverty Rate Reaches New Heights;
Hispanics are Among the Hardest Hit
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - By Fernando Lopez
mericans living in poverty
and without health insurance
increased in 2003 for the
third consecutive year. Incomes in
the Hispanic population fell most
compared to other ethnic groups,
while income among blacks stifled.
And after a significant decline in
2002, the gap between the rich and
poor grew wider in 2003, according
to the recently released data report
by the US Census Bureau.
These numbers highlight the lingering dilemma plaguing the weak
and uneven economy because the
stock market is growing few to no
jobs. Single-parent households were
the hardest hit, as were cities located
in the South. The average pay for
families living in cities and in rural
areas drop.p ed substantially more
than suburbia, which also saw
declines. The median household
income slightly rose to coincide with
inflation after three years of steady
decline. The Census Bureau's report
showed that the national poverty rate
rose from 12. 1 percent in 2002 to
12.5 in 2003. A household earning
$1 8",000 or less is considered poor.
Employers reacting to fiscal
worries are providing significantly
fewer health benefits, according to
the Bureau's report.
"What we are seeing here is an
economic recovery but with virtually
no job growth," said Leon Battista,
professor of economics at Bronx
Community College. "Output has
increased but wages and jobs Jlave
not," he added. When asked to elaborate on how can there be an economic recovery with no jobs, Mr.
Battista said that "business prefers to
pay overtime rather than hire new
workers. It's the nature of capitalism." He added that when faced with
a situation like this, "employers and
workers are forced to produce more
with little pay."
The economy is turning into a

A

presidential campaign issue of the
utmost importance to voters this
coming election.
Although the Census Bureau's
report is grim, President Bush still
sees the economy improving, continuously citing that because of his tax
cuts, the economy is getting stronger.
Terry Holt, a spokesman f<>!: Mr.
Bush's campaign ·was quoted iJJ.: The
New York Times as saying that the
census report was outdated because
the report only emphasized the 2003
year. He said that what's missing
from those numbers are " the strong
economic growth we've seen in the
last II months."
Democrats, including John
Kerry, the Democratic presidential
nominee, cite problems with
President Bush's economic plan,
saying that his tax cuts benefits the
well off at the expense of everyone
else. Says Kerry, .."W stands for
wrong - the wrong direction for
America."
Here at Bronx Community
College, 46% of students live in
households well below the poverty
rate, a staggering but not such a surprising figure. Thirty-one percent of
the BCC students attending classes
are single parents supporting children, according to BCC's Office of
Institutional Research.
As it stands, there were 35.9
million Americans living in poverty
in 2003. And of those, 9.1 million
were Hispanics.
"What drives the economy is
technology and technology is driven
by education," said Mr. Battista.
Adding, "To be able to rise out of
poverty, education is key. That is the
bottom line. There is no clear connection between working more and
getting more money. Without the
skills it will be very difficult to succeed."
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Call to Action

he BCC Chapter is seeking students interested in
issues focused on voter registration, homeless and
hunger outreach, higher education and environmental
justice. If you want to gain experience running meetings,
working with the media, organizing events and public speaking stop by the Roscoe C. Brown Student Center, Room 312.
This is an excellent opportunity to get involved, whether you
have a little bit of time or a lot. We are looking for students
to participate in our Voter Registration and Mobilization
Campaign Internship opportunity and to volunteer for our
voter registration drives, which will be held at BCC and surrounding neighborhoods thoughout the Bronx.

T

'

NYPIRG Registers Students to Vote
s interest and excitement build for
the upcoming November elections,

about their voting rights and where they go

the Bronx Community College
chapter of the New York Public Interest
Research Group kicked off a six-week campaign on Thursday, September 2nd to register 600 students to vote on their campus and

In addition to the presidential election,
all 21 I seats in the state legislature, as well

A

ensure that student's voices are heard on

Election Day.
Their efforts are part of NYPIRG's
campaign to register thousands of college
students to vote across New York State.
"Eighteen to twenty-four year olds are the
lowest percentage of registered voters in this

country," said Project Coordinator Lourdes
Carrasco, "We are working to change that."
The students set up a table at Brown
Student Center to urge their fellow students
to register for this year's Presidential election. Students were also given information

to vote.

as numerous local county seats are up for

grabs this November.
Throughout the next six weeks, the
,BCC NYPIRG chapter will set up tables,
hang posters, make classroom presentations
and speak one-on-one to students about this

issue. The BCC chapter will collaborate
with the Student Government Association,
student organizations, and faculty to reach
the projected goal.
Students can go the NYPIRG office at
Brown Student Center 312 to register to vote
or ask questions. NYPIRG 's voter registra-

tion efforts are strictly non-partisan. The
deadline to register for the November election is Friday, October 8.

NYPIRG TO LEGISLATURE: LEAVE NO COMMUNITY COLLEGE STUDENT BEHIND
URGE TO OVERRIDE GOV VETOES AND RESTORE FULL FUNDING
TO OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS AND COLLEGES NOW
s the academic year began at Bronx Community College, students working with the New York Public Interest Research Group (NYPIRG)
launched a campus-wide letter writing campaign to urge the legislature
to override the governor's vetoes to higher education and provide affordable,
accessible, and quality higher education to all New Yorkers.
"The legislature must leave no college student behind," said Lourdes
Carrasco, project coordinator for NYPIRG at BCC. "That means saying 'no' to
Governor Pataki and restoring full funding to the community colleges and the
state opportunity programs."
New York's opportunity programs such as EOP, HEOP, SEEK, and College
Discovery assist New York's neediest college students by providing f"mancial aid
as we\\ as tutoring and counseling services on campuses across the state. In
2003-04, opportunity programs enrolled nearly 26,000 students at public and private institutions. (Please see "The Facts on New York' s Opportunity Programs"
below for additional information.)
"I am only at school because I participate in College Discovery," said
Danilda Marin, an upper sophomore at BCC. "Without full funding I will be
denied part of my financial aid and counseling services, which will deeply
impact my education here."
"The governor's vetoes hurt community ~college students," said Grace
O'toole, an upper sophomore at BCC. "Less state funding usually means that
students will pay more and get less and our tuition is already among the highest
in the nation."
Despite serving tens of thousands of students across the state, opportunity
programs and community college funding have constantly been on the budget
chopping block. This year, Governor Pataki proposed to cut funding to the community colleges and opportunity programs by five percent in his Executive
Budget in January. In August, when the legislature passed their budget, they
restored state assistance to these programs and increased funding for the community colleges, but the governor vetoed those restorations and increases on
August 20. (Please see "The Facts on New York's Opportunity" below for more
information.)
"The ball is now in the legislature's court," said Carrasco. "The legislature
must return to Albany as soon as possible to override the Governor's vetoes to
restore full funding for our college and to the state's opportunity programs."
Students affected by these cuts who are interested in getting involved
should contact the local NYPIRG office at Roscoe C . Brown Student Center 3 12.

A

THE FACTS ON NEW YORK'S OPPORTUNITY PROGRAMS
What is EOP?
SUNY's Educational Opportunity Program (EOP) is a program of academic support and financial assistance for disadvantaged New York State students
who show promise for mastering college-level work, as long as they receive
additional assistance .
What are SEEK and College Discovery?
Search for Education, Elevation and Knowledge (SEEK) and College
Discovery (CD) are the two special programs of CUNY for students who need
academic and financial support in order to compete successfully in college.
SEEK is a program available at CUNY ' s senior (four-year) colleges and its senior technical college (NY City Tech). College Discovery is a program available
at CUNY's community (two-year) colleges. These programs provide concentrated and specialized counseling, remedial instruction, tutorial services, and a
financial aid payment for book expenses.
What is HEOP?

The Higher Education Opportunity Program (HEOP), administered at New
York State's independent colleges, provides funds for special testing, counseling,
tutoring, remedial courses, and financial assistance for academically motivated
students who are under-prepared for college because of economic and educational disadvantage.
What are STEP and C-STEP?
The Science and Technology Entry Program (STEP) and the CollegiateScience and Technology Entry Program (C-STEP) prepare students for professional or pre-professional study in scientific, technical, and health-related fields.
These programs assist underrepresented minority or economically disadvantaged
students it\~ elementary, secondary, and post-secondary levels.
2003-2004 Enrollment in New York's Opportunity Programs:

SOURCE: New York State Education Department; information for STEP and CSTEP programs not available.
History of Opportunity Program Funding during the
Pataki Administration
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For additional, information please contact NYPIRG at RBSC 312.
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By Herbert Robbins, Ph.D.
This is a "'thank you"' for a wonderful experience teaching generations of BCC students.
n my professional life, which spans four decades, I've had the
Imagine the excitement when our electives filled to overflowopportunity to meet students and lecture all over the world. ing. At one time over half of BCC's liberal arts students were psyGenerally, I found students in other universities in better eco- chology majors. More minority students became psychologists than
nomic circumstances and better academically prepared than those at from any other school. The BCC Psychology Club, with over a hunBCC. But no students anywhere had more smarts than ours and no dred members, became the largest in the country. We had an interstudents anywhere were braver or more courageous. Brave doesn't national reputation. Delegations came from allover the world to
mean not being afraid. Brave means going ahead despite the fears study our program and I lectured on our program worldwide. How
and doubts. At BCC students have to battle every conceivable kind much better can it get?
of economic and social hardships in order to survive. And survive
For 34 years I happily taught five courses a semester and after
and overcome they did. Graduation was always a truly glorious day. retirement, as an adjunct, I taught for eight years Human Motivation.
I came to BCC in 1962 as a new Ph.D . The college was also (Psy 35), a very popular elective. Now, I have received a one-sennew, so BCC and I grew up together. Actually, I never expected to tence note saying I can't teach at BCC any more. No explanation
teach as my background is in clinical psychology and psychoanaly- was given. I'll miss you.
sis but I found I loved to teach. Most importantly, my chairman
Very few teachers have had my good fortune to teach as fine a
encouraged me to develop my vision of how psychology should be group of students for so many years and very few could say as I can
taught. Imagine that! Most people have to fit themselves into an that, without exception, every day was wonderful and exciting. I
existing job but I was given the freedom to design and live my extend my heartfelt thanks to the BCC student body for giving me
dream.
the chance to get to know so many wonderful people who enriched
Usually what the psychology undergraduates learn is irrelevant my life immeasurably. Also, it's been a delight to see students grow
to their interests and taught by academics with no real world expe- into professionals. Additionally, the outstanding student evaluations
rience or by inexperienced graduate students. My dream was to and service awards from student government felt like winning an
change that. The intro course was revised and a dozen electives Oscar.
added, including several original clinical courses. Also, a faculty of
To all BCC students who read this, I extend my heartfelt best
expert Ph .D. clinical psychologists were recruited. The Psychology wishes for your success. r hope you always dream big dreams and
Option was born. BCC would show how psychology should be that good fortune is your destiny.
taught.
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''When my class got into an

intense deb
and my professor continued the discussion
after class, I knew that transferring to
Dominican College was the right choice."

Transferring colleges can be an intimidating experience. But if you're looking for a school with the kind of supportive
yet challenging learning environment that will help you achieve you r goals, then you'll feel eight at home at
Dominican College.

• Flexible accelerated, day/evening and weekend courses
• Constant individualized attention
• 30 Bachelor's and Master's degree programs
• liberal transfer of credits

• Financial aid opportunities
• Corporate/hospital tuition deferment policy
• Small class sizes

Open House
Transfer students are invited to come learn more about ou r programs, scholarships, financial aid opportunities and
ca mpus activities.
Sunday, October 17th, 1:00 - 3:00 pm
Granito Center
470 Western Highway
Orangeburg, NY 10962

or

Wednesday, November 1Oth, 5:30 - 7:30pm
Hennessy Center
470 Western Highway
Orangeburg, NY 10962

/~'-"

866-4DC-INFO

admissions@dc.edu
www.dc.edu

-~--:-~~~~r;~~!~~ More than an education ...a relationship..

fi·fiDOMINICAN

College
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The Classifieds Return to
The Communicator!
ave you put up flyers around campus to
sell your used textbooks or offer your
services to only find them taken down
because they haven't been stamped and
approved by the Office of Student Activities?
Well, BCC students can post announcements
or advertise their services or goods for sale in
the school newspaper.
• Do you have new or used books to sell?
• Are you selling a car or a computer?
• Are you .a notary, photographer or videographer?
• Do you have a room or apartment available
and are looking for a roommate or tenant?
• Want to wish someone a Happy Birthday

Area college student dating self

H

or invite students to an upcoming event?
Take advantage of the inexpensive
Classifieds of The Communicator?
Students can inform peers. Ads should not
exceed 50 words or 5 lines (the greater of the
two).

THINGS ARE REALLY STARTING TO HEAT UP

Eric Peterson. top. has one of many romantic dinners with himselfat their.favorile restauront.

cost-effective decision on my part, but it's been really
Local college student Eric Peterson recently nice for us to spend more time together." Peterson
announced that he 's entered a committed was apparently unaware of Free Checking from
relationship-with himself. Peterson vehemently Washington MutuaL It's an account with no monthly
deniedrumomtbattbet:woweredating - - - - - - - - - fees and the option to add Deluxe
other people. " We're totally committed
"We've never services like free online bill pay. And
to each other. We ·ve never been
he could bave gotten Free C hecking
happier." When asked what prompted
been happier." just by visiting a Washington Mutual

By LISA CHENEY

the campus heartthrob to take himself
off the market, be. chalked it up in large part to his
current financial situation, claiming that monthly
fees from his checking account were making it too

Financial Center, then signed up for
online bill pay at wamu.com. "Dang," said Peterson,
"if I bad known about Free Checking Deluxe, my
current dating situation would be different. I probably

Ads, business cards or invitations are to be
submitted in person at the The Communicator 1--e_x_pe_n_•_iv_e_~_o_r_h_im_to_d_at_e_a_ro_un_d._"r_t_w_a_s_p_art_IY_•__w_o_uJ_dn_'t_ba_v_e_sett_led_d_own
__w_ith-so_m_eo_n_e_so_•oo_n_:_· - I
office, located in Colston, Rrn. 605, not later
than the 1st Tuesday of each month.

BCC Films: Students and
Professors Celebrate Another Film
Festival and Eagerly Await the
Next One
By Gyongyi Szucs and Fernando Lopez
or
several
years now, fellow BCC students who are aspiring filmmakers have
been creating movies
flicks that get better
and better and more
and more fascinating
each passing year.
The annual BCC film
festival is where students and onlookers
can view films on a
widescreen and also get to meet with a student filmmaker who is bound to make
it big time one day. And when it happens, it will reflect positively on the very
popular media technology program that 's currently offered here, and on Jeffery
Wisotsky, the professor who teaches in it.
The buzz of excitement that vibrated in the air after another anticipated film
festival took place in Manhattan this year near Columbtis Circle on June 16th at
the Clearview Cinema. Very talented student filmmakers showed off their
works.
All the directors are students at our school. They have worked for months
with Prof. Wisotsky to express their ideas and craft them throughout the semester and, finally, onto the big screen.
As proof that BCC films have momentum as they get more acclaim, we ran
into professional critics, directors and journalists who made the occasion unlike
any other. BCC's President Carolyn Williams was a lso spotted among m any faculty and professors.
" If someone would have rolled a piece of red carpet out onto the floor, my
fanta sy of winning an Oscar would ha ve been completed," a'BCC film stude nt
w as overheard saying.
Thirteen films were shown, rang ing from comedy to suspense to drama in,
perhaps, one of the best, in a ll aspects, BCC film festivals yet.

F

ALL STUDENTS WHO EXPECT TO GRADUATE IN
JANUARY 2005
MUST COMPLETE A CANDIDATE FOR DEGREE CARD
IN THE REGISTRAR'S OFFICE
COLSTON HALL, ROOM 513
FROM
AUGUST 27, 2004 THRU OCTOBER 15, 2004

Gyongyi Sz ucs is m ember of th e media technology program h e re a t BCC and she
is also a contributing writer fur Th e Cominunica tot:
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hink you arc good at overcoming
hea lth and economic challenges?
Bronx
Community
College
Student Yvonne Aponte, after con-

T

fronting some rnomentous challenges, is

regaining her health and embarking on a
new career, nursing.

The first Latina operations staffing
Manager at Macy's Herald Square store,
and before that an international banker,
she was traveling to Costa Rica and
Bolivia from Miami , when her career
came to a halt 18 months ago. She suffered a stroke three days after giving
birth.
Luckily, her newborn son, Jon-Paul was healthy. His 47-year-old mother,
Yvonne, wasn't. She couldn't speak. Her vocal chords and face were paralyzed. She
couldn't swallow. She had to use a feeding tube. Her right arm was paralyzed. It took
four months for the paralysis to disappear. She regained her voice seven months later.
"I couldn't say I love you to my son. It was the most frightening experience I
had ever had in life," she stated. During that time she was displaced from her job.
The doctors recommended that I not return to work at Macy's because of two damaged heart valves .
She had high blood pressure, a reaction from the pregnancy after a complicated
C-section surgery. The wound had to be re-operated upon after two weeks because of
infection.
"This made my mobility almost impossible," said Ms. Aponte. "My husband had
to do everything. He had to speak for me. He had to help me move the baby in order
to breast feed. He cleansed my wound everyday in order for it to heal. It took about
three months," she stated.
All of this happened a few months after the 9/ I I attack that demolished the
World Trade Center twin towers. Her husband, to whom she has been married for 3
1/2 years, had been forced from his job because of the attack. The Vitamin Shoppe in
the Wall Street area where he had worked as the manager had been forced to close.
Months later, in October 2002, the Aponte family was thrown into a 180-degree economic downturn, when Mrs. Aponte had her stroke after giving birth . They exhausted their savings. They were facing eviction.
The A pontes sought legal-service help to get the landlord to reduce the rent. The
Apontcs were in litigation for seven months before winning their case. There were

scary moments when Mrs . Aponte faced homclcssness. Mrs. Aponte had been told by
Macy's that it would not be good for her to try to come back to work in such a highpressured job.
"We needed to get out of the economic crunch we were in. My husband was able
to get a job at JC Penny but nowhere near the income he had been making. My daughter, Gi-Gi, 15, and my husband's son, Jason , who is 16, were also living with us. My
daughter became concerned how to talk to her mother. During the critical period of
her mother's incapacitation, she was careful in her tone because she did not want to
trigger another stroke. She relied mainly on her stepfather for all communications in
the house. (Ms. Aponte has an older daughter, Cherisse, at Kent State University.)
This whole experience has drawn us closer together," said Ms. Aponte.
As Ms. Aponte's health was improving and she was trying to right her life and
her family, she never gave up in believing in herself. She had been talking to people
at the New York State Disability Services. They have a program for helping people
with childcare and transportation cost expenses while they seek training to go into a
new profession. Ms. Aponte had discovered that nursing is a profession where there
is a large shortage of trained people. She decided to go to Bronx Community College
to enroll in its Nursing Program.
"Going back to college at this age is challenging, not only for me, but for my
family in dealing with my absence and limited time. My family has provided the support I need to devote time to study. The faculty has been encouraging. I've excelled
beyond my own expectations - recently I was awarded an Outstanding Student Award
and a $1,000 scholarship. I am now more motivated to complete my studies here and
pursue my new goals," she says.
What does she want to do with her expertise when she graduates?
It's ironic that Ms. Aponte, who has a 3.9 grade point average and has completed all her academic courses before starting her nurse training, always wanted to be a
nurse ... She chose nursing when she went to SUNY Buffalo 30 years ago. Instead, she
changed her major to accounting and finance and went to work for the Bank of New
York in Buffalo.
"In my careers I've always catered to people's material needs, now after a life
threatening experience," she states, "I've come to realize my mission in life is to be

of service to people facing their mortality.
"[would like to open a Hispanic hospice agency. This is something that is completely new in our community. Our Hispanic population is growing tremendously and
dealing with our aged in this society and maintaining our cultural identity during terminal illness, death, and bereavement adds unnecessary stress and confusion. J envi-

sion my agency as a place where I could give the kind of understanding attention,
care, and respect to helping people confronting death," Ms . Aponte adds.

Bronx Con11nunity College's Apostle for New Energy
im Quigley hopes to move New Yorkers to
the new energy economy. Americans
import more and more oil each year as our
gas-guzzling vehicles use more and more fuel.
H e says tha t we have to find an alternative that
is -- economically viable and sensible -- and
find new energy sources that can make us energy independent.
These energy alternative
sources will improve the environment, create
jobs and give us a more sustainable future .
More than one-quarter of the world's oil
consumption takes pl ace in the U.S. at a rate of
19.3 million barrels per day. That's over 800
million gallons a year. The days of obtaining oil at a cheap price are over,
notes Quigley. Americans have the highest per capita rate of energy consumption in the world. This in itself is not unsustainable, but only if we develop
renewable, rather than non-renewable, energy sources.
" We have seen prices of oil come down at the pump a little bit this summer. You can be sure they are going to trend upward, especially when we get
back into the heating season and there is a demand for heating oil," explains
Quigley who is the acting director of the Center for Sustainable Energy at
Bronx Community College.
"Our vision at the Center for Sustainable Energy is to have a transition to
a new economy, based on new energy sources, such as generating electricity
with wind," states Quigley. The Center is a not-for-profit organization founded
at BCC in August 2003 with the support of Congressman Jose Serrano through
a Congressional appropriation.
" There is enough wind in the state of Minnesota theoretically to power all
of the electric needs in the United States. There is enough solar energy in the
state of Arizona, again theoretically, to power all of the electrical needs of the
United States. If we put solar photovoltaic arrays on the rooftops of buildings
across this country and we put wind farms in the areas around the country
where wind is plentiful. We could nearly eliminate our dependency on imported oil.
"The rest of the industrialized world sees the logic of utilizing wind and
solar. The United States is far behind. In fact most of the solar energy applications are being manufactured beyond our borders. Most of the wind energy
applications are being manufactured beyond our borders. We could be the No .
I produce r of wind and solar energy applications a nd we are not," says Quigley.
llow does Quigley propose to get New Yorkers to those new energy
sources?
"We want to reach everyone who is a potential student to come to our col-
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lege and enroll in courses that will prepare them for entering the new energy
efficient economy that we believe is going to take hold in this country. It has
already started to take hold . There arc scores of new jobs being created in energy services and alternative fuel vehicles. Every major automobile manufacturer has been looking at the possibility of developing hybrid cars. There are
already hybrid cars on the market. These are cars that use gasoline motors that
generate electricity and propel the cars with electric motors. They use gasoline
but they use gasoline more efficiently than a conventional car.
"There are also cars powered by natural gas. New York State has an abundance of natural gas resources. We could be creating jobs in New York State
and reducing our dependence on foreign oil by having more of an infrastructure developed in New York State for powering motor vehicles with natural
gas.
"We could liquefY natural gas and make it easier to get it to the market.
We could also be developing more electric vehicles. Those electric vehicles
could be powered with electricity that is generated from sunlight and from
wind. We have only begun to tap into this market.
"We want to train students in how they can service these new fleets of
vehicles that are coming onto the market. We want to train students in the new
systems for lighting, heating, ventilation and air-conditioning systems that are
much more energy efficient.
"We want to train students in how to service wind and solar energy applications and how to install them. What are the economics of them? What are the
physics of them? How can we understand them better? How can they enter this
field that offers a promise of sustainable jobs in a sustainable energy economy?
"This is the audience that we are trying to reach and it's not only the
Bronx. We think that there are people who would come to this institution from
other boroughs and even from Connecticut and New Jersey if they saw this was
something being offered that no other institution in the region was offering.
"The two thrusts of the Center for Sustainable Energy are public education
and workforce development. We have to reach people to make them aware of
why we need to change. As we do that," he says, "more potential students will
see the logic of the need to embrace new energy sources. Those energy sources
hold the keys to sustainable jobs in the United States and an economy that
won't require shipping rivers of money overseas to purchase oil.
Quigley graduated from Cleveland Heights High in Cleveland Heights,
Ohio. He went to college at Los Angeles Valley Junior College, then transferred
to Cleveland State University where he earned his bachelor's degree. He earned
a master of arts degree in intern a tional relations at Ohio University, a master of
science in appropriate technology, and a Ph.D. in city and regional planning at
the University of Pennsylvania.
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The Fire Within

The Comfort Of Darkness

By Zioness Dawn

By Ellis Douglas

The fire within
That has been brought out
Through love
Blazing the days
Of I life
To put I on mountains
Igniting In I soul
Flames of praises
Sanctifying I spirit
Kindness shall everlastingly
Penetrate the works
Of I hands
Time has come to bloom sunshine
The Most High
Forms I love
Rising in salvation
Strength
Flows in faith

She was born blind.
Unaware ofthe beauty she possessed.
She viewed life as a maze in which she felt trapped.
The exits she created where her blessing of art and
Listening to others, whether it be music, conversations,
Television etc.
One day she heard a cry from a mother "Why God Does
Life Has To Be So Ugly."
The next day she heard a father state "If I See Another
Injustice I Will Beg God For Death"
The blind girl heard continous complaints and daily
acts of crime, from a low level to large scale in Coporate
America & Global.
One day she was molding a vase, as she smiled to herself
She finally found her escape from the maze of life in
which
she viewed.
She finally accepted her beauty and blindness as a loyal
companion saving her the sights of such narrated horrors
She contined to hear out the lips of those with sight.
She can now see clearly!
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